distinguishable players are randomly fitted with a white or black hat, where the probabilities of getting a white or black hat may be different for each player, but known to all the players. All players guess simultaneously the color of their own hat observing only the hat colors of the other − 1 players. It is also allowed for each player to pass: no color is guessed. The team wins if at least one player guesses his hat color correctly and none of the players has an incorrect guess. No communication of any sort is allowed, except for an initial strategy session before the game begins. Our goal is to maximize the probability of winning the game and to describe winning strategies, using the concept of an adequate set. We find explicit solutions in case of =3 and =4. If the hat colors are not equally likely, how will the optimal strategy be affected? We can give each player the same probability to get a white hat and to get a black hat ( + = 1), but we can make it more general: each player may have different probabilities. In our model each player has his own probabilities and to get a white respectively a black hat, where 0 < < 1, 0 < < 1 , + = 1. All probabilities are known to all players. We notice that we can assume that ≥ : start with blue and red hats and probabilities and to get a blue respectively a red hat. When < then make the blue one black and the red white; otherwise blue will be white and red black. Our goal is to maximize the probability of winning the game and to describe winning strategies. Central in our investigation is the concept of an adequate set.
Introduction
Hat puzzles were formulated at least since Martin Gardner's 1961 article [8] . They have got an impulse by Todd Ebert in his Ph.D. thesis in 1998 [6] . Buhler [2] stated: "It is remarkable that a purely recreational problem comes so close to the research frontier". Also articles in The New York Times [17] , Die Zeit [1] and abcNews [16] about this subject got broad attention. The symmetric hat problem (each player has probability 0.5 to get one of the two colors) with = 2 − 1 players is solved in [7] , using Hamming codes, and with = 2 players in [5] using extended Hamming codes. Johnson [11] ends his presentation with an open problem: If the hat colors are not equally likely, how will the optimal strategy be affected? We can give each player the same probability to get a white hat and to get a black hat ( + = 1), but we can make it more general: each player may have different probabilities. In our model each player has his own probabilities and to get a white respectively a black hat, where 0 < < 1, 0 < < 1 , + = 1. All probabilities are known to all players. We notice that we can assume that ≥ : start with blue and red hats and probabilities and to get a blue respectively a red hat. When < then make the blue one black and the red white; otherwise blue will be white and red black. Our goal is to maximize the probability of winning the game and to describe winning strategies. Central in our investigation is the concept of an adequate set. The Scode represents what the three different players see; for example: white-black-white for players 1-2-3 gives binary code 010, and the first player sees 10, the second 00 and the third 01: in decimal form: 201. The column with probability is related to the binary column. Each player has to make a choice out of three possibilities: 0='pass', 1='guess white' and -1='guess black'. We define a decision matrix = , where =1,2,3 (players); =0,1,2,3 (Scode of a player);
, {−1,0,1}. The meaning of , is: player sees Scode and takes decision , (guess black, pass or guess white). We observe the total probability (sum), given a decision matrix D: Any choice of the , in the decision matrix determines which CASES have a positive contribution to sum (GOOD CASE) and which CASES don't contribute positive to sum (BAD CASE).
We remark that each , > −1 has a 'counterpart' , < 1 and vice versa. For example: > −1 has counterpart < 1 : player 3, Scode 2 and CASES 100 and 101. We can find the counterpart by flipping the relevant player bit in CASE (in this example player 3: third bit; 100 becomes 101). When an element , and his counterpart are both in a GOOD CASE then we have: , = 0 . We notice that any GOOD CASE has at least one , that is not equal to 0. The counterpart of this specific , must then be in at least one of the BAD CASES (for if the counterpart is also in a GOOD CASE we have : , = 0 ).
We are now ready to define an adequate set: Let S be the set of all Scodes: S={000, 110, 201, 311, 022, 132, 223, 333}. A is a subset of S and consists of all BAD CASES (depends on decision matrix D). We demand: each element in − (GOOD CASES) must have at least one , with counterpart in A. We call a set A with this property an adequate set.
So we have:
∀
We still need to find the minimum probability of all possible configurations of A. (Whether we have to do with GOOD or BAD CASES depends on the choice of the , in the decision matrix; we are looking for optimal decision matrices and the adequate set is a first but significant step). Let be the set of all adequate sets.
It is not difficult to make an adequate set generator: just implement the definition of an adequate set in a computer program [18] .
Decision matrices
We can construct the decision matrices using the 4 adequate sets : {0,7} ∈ Binary code: 000 , 111 Bits of binary code determines the value in the decision matrix: If bit=0(=white) in binary code (adequate set: BAD CASE) then counterpart bit=1 (=black) is in a GOOD CASE, which correspondents with guess-code -1 (=guess black); If bit=1 in binary code then counterpart bit=0 leads to guess-code 1 (=guess white); So we have: the guess-value in the decision matrix is determined by the bit-map → 2 − 1. 
Optimal adequate set and winning probability
We found 4 adequate sets, independent of the underlying probabilities. Now we are looking for the optimal adequate sets. An adequate set consist of BAD CASES. We want to maximize the winning probability, so we minimize the adequate set probability. The next table shows the 4 adequate sets and relevant probabilities:
+ =D The next step is to renumber the players in such a way that ≥ ≥ , which is equivalent to
So we have: ≥ ≥ ≥ : the adequate set {3,4} is always optimal.
The optimal winning probability is 1 − ( + ).
Optimal strategy
Optimal strategy in matrix representation: Scode(binary)→ 00=ww 01=wb 10=bw 11=bb Player 1 1= guess white 0=pass 0=pass -1=guess black Player 2 0=pass 1= guess white -1 =guess black 0=pass Player 3 0=pass 1= guess white -1=guess black 0=pass Optimal strategy in words: Player 1: pass when colors are different otherwise guess same color. Players 2 and 3: pass when colors are the same and guess color of player 1 when colors are different.
General four person two color Hat Game

Optimal adequate set and winning probability
We first renumber the players in such a way that ≥ ≥ ≥ , which is equivalent to ≥ ≥ ≥ .
In the four person case we found 40 adequate sets [18] . We first analyze the 24 adequate sets that are optimal in the symmetric case (see [18] ):
These 24 adequate sets are shaded. Vertical blocks represents dominance: the lowest position dominates the highest one.
We give an example: we compare lines 23 and 24; the difference is in the first and last position; 5=0101, 6=0110, 10=1010, 9=1001
Line 23-line 24:
Each of the other 16 adequate sets is dominated by at least one of the 24 in the list above (verified by selecting an entry with two same elements). The last diagram shows that {6,7,8,9} is the optimal adequate set. 6=0110 7=0111 8=1000 9=1001, so the optimal winning probability is 1 − ( + ). Just as in the 3 person case. 6 
Optimal Strategy
Optimal strategy in matrix representation: This definition is the result of the same reasoning as in case of two colors: we have GOOD and BAD cases and every GOOD element must have at least q-1 counterparts to get a solution which contributes in a positive way to the winning probability. Lenstra and Seroussi [15] show that in case of two hat colors, and for any number of players, playing strategies are equivalent to binary covering codes of radius one. They also extend to games with hats of more than 2 colors, where 1-coverings are not sufficient to characterize the best strategies. They introduce strong coverings, and show efficient constructions of these coverings, which achieve winning probabilities approaching unity. The adequate set method and the adapted adequate set method for more colors can be seen as an practical implementation of the 1-covering and strong covering theory of Lenstra and Seroussi.
